Pad, Cushion, Mattress
Conforms to the body or product design shape. Moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

Heavy Duty Mattress and Support Fabrics
Durable, moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

Sure-Chek Comfort®
Black
Sure-Chek Comfort®
Gray
Sure-Chek Comfort®
Navy
Sure-Chek Surethane®

Electrostatic Discharge Control
The original electrically conductive fabrics that help to control electrostatic discharge and accumulation of static charge which may interfere with sensitive electrical equipment.

Top Left: 'Lectrolite Fusion® III HP Black
Top Right: 'Lectrolite® Duotone
Bottom Left: 'Lectrolite® Comfort®
Bottom Right: 'Lectrolite® Premium

Top: Sure-Chek® 80 Gray
Bottom: Sure-Chek® WCS Liner Black
Pillow Fabrics
The original wipe-down pillow ticking that offers comfort and function. Microscopic air vents provide air displacement for added comfort.

Mattress Fabrics
The genuine Sure-Chek healthcare mattress ticking. Moisture-proof, wipe-down, strong.

Sure-Chek Microvent Soft®
Top: White
Middle: Princess Blue
Bottom: Med. Green

Sure-Chek® Microvent Comfort®

Sure-Chek Comfort® 8 White
Sure-Chek® 20 Med. Green
Sure-Chek® 20 Black
Sure-Chek XL® Fawn
Sure-Chek FR Shield® Med. Green
Sure-Chek® 44 XL Fawn
Sure-Chek® 44 Med. Green
Sure-Chek FR Shield 210D® Navy
Sure-Chek 210D® Navy
Sure-Chek® Healthcare Fabrics

Sure-Chek® brand medical fabrics are the original healthcare fabrics that were patented for use as protective covering fabrics and today are the standard in the industry. Sure-Chek® healthcare fabrics were developed in cooperation with healthcare professionals to provide fabrics that are comfortable, safe and effective for use in:
- Healthcare Facilities
- Acute Care
- Long Term Care
- Prison Industries
- Jails
- Camps
- Dormitories
- Rehab Products

Sure-Chek® brand medical fabrics are enhanced by a controlled release system, which enables the “slow release” of a specifically formulated antimicrobial system to the fabric surface, lasting for the life of the medical fabric. Herculite’s original patented technology, revolutionary at the time, was known as Staph-Chek® and was later renamed Sure-Chek®.

Functional performance properties are:
- Fluid Proof
- Antimicrobial to protect the fabric - good for the life of the fabric
- Strong
- Antistatic - good for the life of the fabric
- Hypoallergenic
- Stain Resistant
- Easy to Maintain
- Comfortable

For maximum service life and performance of Sure-Chek® fabrics:
- Soils and stains: Use neutral soap suds and lukewarm water. Rinse with water and allow to dry. Do not use harsh cleansers, solvents or detergents.
- Hard to clean spots: Use standard household/vinyl cleaners and/or soft bristle brush for troublesome spots or stains. Pre-soak heavy, dried-on soil.
- Disinfection: Dilute disinfectants and/or germicides as specified on the product label. Do not use in concentrations that exceed those recommended by the manufacturer.

Additional Information available through Herculite Customer Care:
- Sure-Chek® Frequently Asked Questions
- Typical Properties by fabric
- Care and Cleaning Instructions
- ISO 9001 Certification
- REACH Statement
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